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INTRODUCTION

Definitions:

Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA): RPA is a software 
technology that makes it easy 
for anyone to automate business 
tasks. With RPA, users create 
software robots, or “bots,” that 
can learn, emulate, and then 
execute rule-based business 
tasks and processes. RPA 
automation enables users to 
create bots by observing human 
digital actions. In short, people 
show their bots what to do, then 
let them do the work.

Intelligent  
Automation (IA):  

IA is a combination of RPA, 
artificial intelligence (AI), and 
analytics technologies, which 
together can automate end-
to-end business processes, 
and in turn, accelerate digital 
transformation.

Definitions 

Robotic Process Automation (RPA): 

RPA is a software technology that 

makes it easy for anyone to automate 

business tasks. With RPA, users create 

software robots, or “bots,” that can 

learn, emulate, and then execute rule-

based business tasks and processes. 

RPA automation enables users to 

create bots by having them observe 

humans’ digital actions. In short, 

people show their bots what to do, 

then let them do the work.

Intelligent Automation (IA): IA is 

a combination of RPA, artificial 

intelligence (AI), and analytics 

technologies, which together can 

automate end-to-end business 

processes, and in turn, accelerate 

digital transformation.

The Automation Anywhere® “Now and Next: State of RPA” report 

is designed to provide insights, best practices, and trends for 

organizations currently deploying or planning to deploy Robotic 

Process Automation (RPA) and Intelligent Automation (IA). This report 

has two components: results of a global survey by Enterprise 

Technology Research (ETR), an independent research firm,1 and 

insights from Automation Anywhere customer deployments.

ETR surveyed hundreds of executive-level enterprise technology 

decision-makers—including VPs, CIOs, or equivalent leaders—from 

Global 2000 or Fortune 500 firms as well as smaller organizations. 

Respondent businesses spanned eleven industries and represented 

the full breadth of RPA and intelligent automation maturity stages.

The first half of the report focuses on the Now: the present-day  

impact of RPA and intelligent automation. This section covers  

how companies today are deploying RPA, what their priorities are,  

how much they are spending, and what benefits they have achieved. 

The Next part of the report covers forward-looking strategies for  

RPA over the next 12 to 24 months.

In addition to comprehensive RPA deployment data, the report  

includes automation trends for industries heavily impacted by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Leaders from banking and financial services, 

healthcare, and life sciences can gain segment-specific insights  

courtesy of Automation Anywhere industry experts.

1 Report conclusions are based on a statistical analysis of the survey results made at a 90% 

  confidence level or higher.

Disclaimer: Unless otherwise noted, data points in this report are based on ETR survey results. 

Automation Anywhere customer data is marked as such.

Industries covered

Financials/ 

Insurance

Airlines/ 

Transportation

Government Telecom

Industrials Materials/ 

Manufacturing

Technology Healthcare Life Sciences

Services/ 

Consulting

Retail/ 

Consumer

Energy/Utilities
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Most organizations surveyed are actively 

using RPA. The majority (63%) are either 

deploying or actively scaling their efforts, 

while 27% are still evaluating RPA. 

Significant opportunities exist even for 

aggressive RPA adopters. Typically, only 

between 9.9% and 14.1% of employees use 

bots to help them with their work today. 

Given estimates of potential users and top 

performers’ beliefs that up to 90% of their 

organization’s employees could potentially 

use automation imply significant growth 

possibilities.

RPA spending is increasing. The majority 

of organizations (57%) expect to invest more 

in RPA and IA over the next 12 months, with 

the number of bots doubling during that 

timeframe. 

Productivity is the current priority. This 

is the single most significant driver of RPA 

initiatives today.

The average ROI is 250%. When calculated 

across four priority areas—productivity 

improvement, quality improvement, higher-

value work, and cost savings—measurable 

returns were on average 2.5 times the 

amount of overall RPA investment.

Security, cloud migration, and RPA are 

highest technology priorities. These three 

technologies were ranked highest on the 

priority list for organizations over the next  

12  months.

Vendor choice matters. ROI correlated 

highly with a key number of vendor  

selection parameters.

Interest in artificial intelligence (AI) 

is growing. Smart analytics, customer-

centricity, and chatbots were the most 

commonly mentioned AI projects under 

consideration.

Mature organizations are investing in 

training. Both traditional training programs 

and online courses are the most popular 

reskilling methods being planned.

Automation Anywhere 
Customer Trends2

• Cloud is becoming the platform of choice  

for RPA deployment. In Q3 2020, 67% of  

new customers opted for cloud deployment. 

• Businesses are thinking big when it comes  

to RPA. Customers have collectively  

implemented more than 2.6 million bots,  

with top customers deploying tens of  

thousands of bots. 

• RPA is rapidly gaining ground in the  

front office. High volumes of users, paired  

with a surge in customer demand during  

the pandemic, attribute to the growing  

popularity of automation in customer-facing  

functions such as call centers.

2 Automation Anywhere data Automation Anywhere | Now & Next: State of RPA 4



FINDINGS

RPA and IA Increasingly Popular 

More than half (63%) of organizations surveyed are either already deploying RPA or actively scaling, while 27% 

are actively evaluating automation. Those already using RPA are implementing it broadly across several business 

units as opposed to focusing on a single department.

Still, some industries lag behind. For example, most healthcare organizations were either only “currently 

evaluating” or had no RPA plans at all. Other segments where automation was not prevalent were services/

consulting firms and government agencies.

Across all industries, only 10% of respondents had “no plans” to deploy RPA or IA. The most-cited reasons for not 

doing so included perceived lack of RPA expertise, budget, and resources. Interestingly, these non-interested 

organizations had higher percentages of front-line workers and managers who professed indifference to RPA 

benefits. This suggests that bottom-up strategies that prioritize engaging those employees and managers 

directly affected by RPA are key to successful deployment.
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Insufficient 
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Lack of 
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Lack of use 
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cost savings/ 
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Organizational/ 
employee  
resistance

Scalability
concerns

Security 
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changes
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55%

36%
34% 30% 27% 27% 25%

19%
15% 10%

Top barriers for RPA adoption

Deploying intensively in  
a single business unit

Currently 
evaluating11% 27%

No plans at 
this time10%

Deploying broadly across  
a few business units31%

Actively scaling21%

63%

RPA adoption

Now: The Current State of Automation
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Top Use Cases4 

Businesses across all industries have automated thousands of use cases in both front and back office to drive digital 

transformation. Historically, companies have started in back-office functions, such as IT, HR, finance, and operations; 

but front-office functions, such as call centers and sales, are gaining momentum—in part driven by the 

recent global pandemic. Top use cases include:  

 

 

 

Top 10 Applications5 

 

 
In addition to commercial applications, customers leverage RPA to connect to hundreds of internally 

developed, proprietary apps. 

RPA Education on the Rise

Leading companies are investing in their employees, providing the training and workshops to acquire the skills they 

need to work with bots and even create their own digital assistants. As a direct result of these investments, Automation 

Anywhere University (AAU) has seen demand for RPA training increase dramatically year over year. To date, AAU has 

trained 1.3+ million users, up 130% from just 12 months ago. This trend is expected to continue as more companies 

mature in their use of RPA and encourage citizen development to drive efficiency, scalability, and productivity.6

Automation Anywhere Customer Insights

Back Office Front Office

Finance: general ledger data 

reconciliation 

 

Accounts payable: invoice 

processing and payment 

 

 
Customer records management 

and account updates 

 

Customer service request 

handling/call center support 

 

*Microsoft, Excel, Outlook, IE, SharePoint 

3 Automation Anywhere data
4 Ibid 
5 Ibid  
6 Automation Anywhere University

Microsoft* SAP Oracle Adobe Salesforce

WorkdayServiceNowGoogle Citrix IBM

HR/IT: new employee 

onboarding

Sales order processing

    Global customers across all industries are deploying intelligent automation throughout their organizations.

2.6M+ bots support Automation Anywhere customers across 90 countries,  

with top customers deploying tens of thousands of bots.3
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Today, the typical organization has between 9.9% and 14.1% of its employees using bots to do their jobs.

• More than half of organizations have deployed at least 10 bots

• On average, they deployed 50 bots each, with those that are “actively scaling” averaging 67 bots

• Formal centers of excellence (COEs) and business unit (BU)-led programs were more popular than 

informal or hybrid approaches

• Organizations that implemented formal COE or BU-led programs were far more likely to deploy and 

manage more than 100 bots compared to businesses taking less-formal approaches

The data points to the importance of positive employee engagement in RPA efforts. The more mature 

organizations had both a high level of excitement among C-suite executives and directors and a lack  

of indifference among managers and front-line workers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yet, even those organizations most aggressively deploying RPA have not managed to get more than 20% of 

employees to use bots within a particular department. Given that top performers believed that 90% of their 

organization’s workforce could benefit from digital assistants, this indicates that even more mature businesses can 

achieve even greater advantages using the technology.

C-suite Manager levelDirector level Front-line 
employees

R
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 % 31%

17%

46% 47%

38%

43%
41%

30%

15%
18%

7%
6% 2%3%1% 1%0%

28%

11%15%

Strong advocate          Interested          Indifferent          Resistant          Unknowledgeable

Excitement level for RPA/IA by business level

Significant Opportunities Abound, Even for More Mature RPA
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Organizations that either deploy or plan RPA initiatives said that improving productivity was their top priority, and 

an overwhelming majority (78%) actually realized those gains. Organizations that deployed more than 100 bots 

were more likely to achieve their goals. 

After productivity, moving the workforce to higher-value work and cutting costs were the second- and third-most-

popular reasons for deploying RPA. 

Business 

continuity

OtherBusiness 

analytics 

enhancement

Innovation 

acceleration

Quality 

improvement

Moving the 

workforce 

to higher-

value work

Cost 

reduction

B
en

efi
ts

 a
ch

ie
ve

d

Productivity 

improvement

78%

57%
55%

49%

25%

16%
12%

2%

Benefits priority Lowest priorityHighest priority

Which of these business benefits have you achieved due to your 
Robotic Process Automation/Intelligent Automation deployment?

Productivity: The Top Driver of RPA and AI

Automation Anywhere | Now & Next: State of RPA 8
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Organizations, on average, reached the 

break-even point in slightly under 14 

months and achieved a 250% ROI on their 

initial RPA investments. Top performers, 

achieving at least 375% in ROI,7 had the 

following in common: clearly defined 

vendor selection criteria; excitement across 

all levels of the organization (director, 

manager, and front-line worker); processes 

in place that identified use cases and 

benefits; support for citizen developers.

Overall, the data shows that productivity 

improvement is a top result now and a 

top goal in the future.

7 Top performers were identified as those respondents with 3.75X or higher in  

  ROI performance relative to the total ETR survey population.

RPA and IA Deliver Large, Speedy ROI

• Placed higher priority on RPA 

• Were more motivated by pandemic-related 

concerns 

 

• Placed greater importance on moving 

employees to higher-value work  

• Believed that 90% of their organization’s 

workforce could potentially use bots to 

help them in their daily jobs 

• Placed less emphasis on total cost  

of ownership 

Top performers differed from others  

in the following ways:7 

• Achieved significant ROI even without 

broad bot deployment but saw ROI 

increase when more workers used bots 

 

• Prioritized ease of maintenance  

and reliability on their list of vendor  

selection criteria 

• Expressed excitement at the director  

level about RPA 

• Encouraged citizen development

Top 5 Reasons for RPA Deployment

• Productivity improvement

• Average ROI

• Quality improvement

• Cost savings

• Higher-value work



In contrast to all respondents, total cost of ownership (TCO) was not commonly ranked high 

among the top-performing ROI group. One possible explanation: those organizations were not as 

concerned about the additional costs of RPA because they were confident that the returns were 

assured and solid.

Vendor selection criteria played a significant role in determining return on investment from RPA. For  

example, organizations that ranked ease of maintenance and reliability higher among their selection criteria 

reported higher ROIs. Interestingly, those that ranked dedicated support higher on their vendor priority scale 

reported overall lower ROI.

These priorities and their results were very similar across industries. How organizations rated cloud-or web-

based solutions did not result in any difference in outcomes.

Vendor criteria ranking from high to low

5.8 Total cost of ownership

5.7 Ease of implementation (low/ no-code)

5.4 Feature set/technological innovation

5.4 Ease of maintenance/reliability

5.1 Security

3.5 Cloud-based

2.7 Dedicated support

2.4 Web-based

Vendor Attributes and ROI

Automation Anywhere | Now & Next: State of RPA 10
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Although some organizations were motivated by cost management and ROI concerns, long-term 

IT/strategic roadmap (42.6% to 49.5%) stood out as the main driver for investment changes. Only 

5.2% to 13.3% of companies cited the pandemic as a spend driver.

Spending on RPA and IA  
Will Stay Strong

More than half (57%) of organizations are 

planning to increase their spending on RPA 

within the next twelve months. The increases 

range from 6% to 24%, with some businesses 

intending to spend significantly more than 

that. This demonstrates the importance of 

RPA to most companies’ future strategies. 

For those organizations that have already 

deployed RPA, roughly half of them are 

anticipating increasing spending. Very 

few organizations (just 2%) anticipate 

decreasing RPA expenditures in the next 

year. Top ROI performers were associated 

with a greater amount of spending on RPA 

compared to the rest of the group.

Most new adopters of RPA are coming from 

small-to mid-sized businesses. The majority 

of Global 2000 and Fortune 1000 firms have 

already begun deploying RPA. 

Clearly, RPA is in a rapid growth stage of 

adoption among enterprises, both large and 

small, despite the economic uncertainties  

of the COVID-19 era.

How is your organization changing your investment in Robotic 
Process Automation/intelligent automation in the next 12 months?

R
es

p
o

n
d

en
ts

 %

19%

9%

48%

21%

2%

Newly 

adopting

Significantly 

increasing spend 

(+25% or more)

Increasing spend 

(+6% to +24%)

Flat spend  

(-5% to +5%)

Decreasing spend 

(-6% to -24%)

Next: 12-to-24 Month Outlook



Cloud: An Automation 
Anywhere Customer Trend

Businesses of all sizes throughout all  

industries are choosing cloud as the foundation  

for their RPA initiatives. In Q3 2020, 67%  

of new customers opted for the cloud  

deployment option.8 

Tech Priorities for Next 12 Months

After cybersecurity, cloud migration and 

RPA are top of mind for IT decision-makers. 

The rest of the technology priorities, in 

order, are:

• Smart analytics and AI and  

machine learning (ML)

• Predictive modeling and intelligent  

data extraction 

• Chatbots 

Interestingly, those organizations that 

prioritized smart analytics over RPA 

got much lower ROI from RPA. Those 

businesses already actively deploying  

RPA ranked it higher than others did, 

placing it immediately after cybersecurity  

in importance. 

4.3

4.6

5.1

5.2

6.2

Cybersecurity comes out on top

3.7

8 Automation Anywhere data

Cybersecurity

Cloud migration

Robotic Process 
Automation

Smart analytics

Artificial Intelligence/
machine learning

Predictive modeling

Automation Anywhere | Now & Next: State of RPA 12
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Given the high general interest in AI among enterprises today, respondents were asked open-ended questions 

about any planned AI projects in the next year.

The results were instructive. Businesses that have already deployed RPA are planning to use AI for analytics projects. 

The same companies also mentioned AI-based chatbots and other AI initiatives that would bring them closer to 

the customer.

Companies that had a formal COE approach to RPA mentioned plans to use AI for security, pricing, and management 

of automation projects.

As you can see from the word cloud, automation, analytics, customer-centricity, data-focused projects, and 

chatbots ranked high in answers to an open-ended question about AI.

supportforecast
credit

best bots

approvals

user

High Interest in Artificial Intelligence

Management
chatbots

automation
cloud

data-focused

detection

product

recognition
servicing

utilization

inventory

inventory

well primarily

optimization

conversational

response

experience healing based

email

cost
employee

maintenance

various

rpa

entry

time

variousprocessing

well primarily

modeling

tickets back

detection

analytics

customer-centricity

process
support

service

ocr

revenue

payable

o�ce

order

clinical

financial

operations

demandinfrastructure

marketing
within

applying

chain streaming

intelligent

reduce fraud

capabilities

cloud

sales

strategy
adoption
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Organizations clearly seek to automate more workflows using RPA bots, as indicated by their intent to double 

the number of bots within the next 12 months. The current average of 50 bots per organization is projected to 

reach 105 by September 2021. Organizations that are currently actively scaling RPA will deploy almost double 

the overall average, reaching more than 130 bots by September 2021.

Total bots now Total bots in 12 months

17% 17%

52%

24%

11%

5% 5%3%1%

36%

15%

6%4% 4%

1–10 

bots

11–50 

bots

51–100 

bots

101–300 

bots

500+ bots301–500 

bots

I’m not sure
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Growth projection breakdown

Bot Deployment Plans
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RPA does not just represent a technology change, but a huge organizational change as well. As processes are 

streamlined and automated and human employees are redirected to more value-added work, businesses must 

invest in change management, training, and retraining. 

Workshops and interactive experiences, providing resources to the business unit, and training are the most  

well-received approaches to change management. Less popular approaches included the hiring of automation talent 

and hosting town hall meetings. 

As it turns out, traditional training and online courses were the most popular methods for getting an 

organization up to speed on RPA—far outweighing individual coaching or targeted recruiting. A noteworthy 

observation is that training programs that support citizen developers result in higher ROI.

R
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 %

60%
53%

32% 25%

17%
3%

Training 

programs

Online 

courses

Individual 

coaching

Targeted 

recruiting

Group 

meetings

No 

plans

Written 

communication

HR 

incentives

Other

16% 9%
19%

Organizational change management approaches by popularity

Reskilling plans for mature RPA organizations

Change Management and Training Necessary 
for Newly Automated Businesses

1

4

2

5

3

6

Workshops and interactive 
experiences

Training Resources in the business unit

Hiring automation talent Town hall meetings Partner
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Most organizations have already started to evaluate, deploy, 

or scale RPA and IA solutions. A small minority still has no 

RPA plans, but those numbers are rapidly shrinking. It’s no 

longer uncommon for bots or other automation tools to 

complete business processes or tasks, with or without a 

human worker’s help.

Cloud is top of mind for leaders across the globe. The shift 

toward cloud is evident by the technology priority ranking 

(second only to cybersecurity) of global CIOs and the favored 

deployment method of Automation Anywhere customers in 

Q3 2020.

Growth expected. Organizations are projecting to 

significantly increase investment and double the number 

of bots. The vision is that 45%–90% of knowledge workers 

would have digital assistants in the future.  

Productivity improvements are the top priority driving RPA 

investments. Quality improvements and moving to higher-

value work are typically seen as secondary benefits. Once 

organizations mature, they begin to seek out additional 

advantages of RPA that transcend productivity enhancements. 

Prioritizing the right criteria when selecting vendors is 

critical for success. Specifically, selecting vendors based 

on ease of implementation and maintenance strongly 

correlated with high RPA ROI, whereas prioritizing TCO 

resulted in lower returns.

Prioritizing RPA can lead to better returns and more 

efficient processes. Organizations that prioritized RPA over 

other technologies tended to see higher returns. 

AI is strongly aligned with RPA. Indeed, many organizations 

are finding that most AI-related projects involve RPA, either 

directly or tangentially. 

Training programs and online courses are the best way 

to retrain and upskill workers for the new automated 

enterprise. For director or managerial-level staffs, workshops 

and interactive media are the best ways to manage change.

CONCLUSION
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
AUTOMATION ANYWHERE INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

Hardship program administration. RPA 

enabled banks to administer government-

sponsored loans and roll out payment 

forbearance programs in a matter of days or 

weeks as opposed to months. 

One of the biggest drivers of the rapid growth 

of RPA in the financial services industry is 

that measurable benefits are achieved shortly 

after implementation. Not only do many 

organizations realize operational efficiencies 

yielding a 50%-150% ROI in six to 12 months, 

but they also experience improved customer 

service, accelerated processing time, and 

significantly reduced errors, which improves 

regulatory compliance.

Organizations that have scaled RPA automation 

typically deployed a federated center of 

excellence (COE). Business units were engaged 

in the identification, prioritization, and design 

of RPA bots in coordination with the COE, 

which provided training, technical support, 

and program management. Financial services 

companies that have achieved significant 

scale also support “citizen development” of bots 

coupled with strong centralized governance to 

perform QA of bots before moving them into 

production.  

 
In the future, most employees will likely 

each have a cloud-based digital assistant to 

support many manual, repetitive activities, 

similar to how most people work with Excel 

macros today. That, coupled with intelligent 

automation, is going to drive significant digital 

transformation and innovation across the 

entire industry.

Financial services firms have embraced 

RPA more than any other industry, with 

approximately one-third of all RPA deployments 

to date being implemented in that sector. In 

fact, many banks and other financial services 

companies have scaled to hundreds and 

thousands of bots across their organization.

Several use cases are trending in the current 

environment, including:

Lending automation. RPA is used to create 

additional capacity to handle the increased 

volume of loan applications driven by 

historically low interest rates, particularly 

for mortgages.

Customer service support. With attended 

bots, customer service reps can immediately 

access customer data from multiple 

applications, receive interactive forms to 

resolve service requests quickly, and interact 

in real time with supervisors or underwriters 

to offer rapid approval decisions. 

Compliance management. Financial 

services firms are using RPA to ensure strong 

regulatory compliance by eliminating manual 

errors and improving data access and quality. 

For example, automation streamlines the 

access to and collection of large volumes 

of internal and external customer data to 

support compliance with rigorous know-your-

customer (KYC) guidelines and anti-money 

laundering (AML) regulations. 

—Ken Mertzel, Global BFSI Leader,  
    Automation Anywhere

Automation Anywhere | Now & Next: State of RPA 17
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AUTOMATION ANYWHERE INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

HEALTHCARE
Interoperability. A large healthcare 

organization typically has many legacy 

systems—most of which don’t talk to other 

systems. The electronic health record (EHR) 

system won’t talk to the inventory system, 

which won’t talk to the customer relationship 

management (CRM) database, and so on.

Previously, a human would have to go into 

different systems, collect data, and analyze 

the results to make decisions or take actions. 

But bots can easily do the searching, retrieval, 

and aggregation. Collecting data from 

disparate systems enables more strategic 

activity—such as tracking how clinical 

practices correlate with outcomes.

Compliance. Finally, healthcare is a heavily 

regulated industry. From top to bottom, 

people and processes have to be certified. 

And it takes a great deal of time and patience—

and expense—for humans to comply with 

all federal, state, and local rules, not to 

mention international regulations. Why not 

use bots? Bots can monitor, regulate access 

to data, and generate audit trails. They can 

alert the appropriate people if something is 

unusual. And because bots operate 24/7 and 

don’t make mistakes, regulatory compliance 

becomes much more consistent and robust.

Healthcare lags behind other industries 

in the adoption of RPA and IA. Though 

significant growth is predicted, only 5% of 

healthcare organizations use automation 

regularly on a day-to-day basis, mostly in 

back-office processes like HR, finance, or 

claims processing. The potential is so much 

greater. Here are three healthcare areas with 

a tremendous opportunity that have emerged 

during recent disruptions.

Intelligent “attended” virtual assistants. 

Healthcare workers have significant training, 

expertise, and real-world experience. Because  

of that, it’s almost impossible to automate 

entire processes in the healthcare field 

completely. At some point, an expert human 

worker needs to be involved to make a 

judgment call or take some other action that 

requires uniquely human capabilities. Where 

does RPA play a role?

Answer: attended digital assistants. Many 

aspects of healthcare processes that are 

mechanical—filling out forms, transferring  

data between systems, finding patient data  

on a spreadsheet or in a database, and 

collecting information from multiple sources  

to create reports—can be automated.

The real payoff is productivity. Although RPA 

may somewhat reduce costs, the real boon is 

that highly paid healthcare professionals can 

function at the top of their licenses, focusing 

on what really matters: the patient experience, 

clinical outcomes, and efficient utilization.

—Yan Chow, Global Healthcare Leader,  
   Automation Anywhere

Automation Anywhere | Now & Next: State of RPA 18
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Citizen development capabilities. Life 

sciences are embedding RPA specialists in 

functional units to work alongside the business 

or clinical staff to build their own bots. For 

this, they need an RPA solution that has an 

intuitive and easy-to-learn interface. The 

democratization of automation and AI enables 

the business to build capacity and resilience. 

Digital transformation top trend. Intelligent 

automation is a key pillar to digital 

transformation, enabling speed and agility to 

connect legacy systems. Life sciences firms 

need the ability to work across essential 

systems and easily extract data from one 

system—whether it’s SAP, Workday, or 

Salesforce—and get it into another. Now 

more than ever, the industry needs to deliver 

on its mission. 

High-impact process automation. Pharma 

and medical device companies typically 

start automation in the back office but are 

rapidly deploying it across core business 

functions, including regulatory, quality, 

and supply chain areas. Top use cases 

include pharmacovigilance, contact center, 

sales, quote to cash, agile supply chain 

management, regulatory documents, and 

patient engagement.

Looking ahead, we will continue to see 

increased adoption and faster rollout of RPA 

and IA technologies enabling humans to 

do what they do best—solve problems, be 

creative, and work to deliver innovations that 

help to eliminate diseases around the world. 

RPA is proving foundational for transforming 

the life sciences industry for better businesses 

and greater human health.

LIFE SCIENCES
AUTOMATION ANYWHERE INDUSTRY INSIGHTS

COVID-19 was a call to action for the life 

sciences industry. The global shock required 

immediate problem-solving and judicious 

application of technology. Moving people to 

higher-value work to address the pandemic, 

life sciences firms had no choice but to 

accelerate digital transformation.

Now, with double the pressure to fast-

track drugs to market, assure continuity of 

supplies, and become more cost-efficient 

and productive, the industry’s need for agility 

outweighs all other concerns. Life sciences 

companies are quickly catching up with other 

sectors, doubling their investment and scaling 

RPA/IA as a foundational technology for 

achieving their digital transformation goals.

Life sciences identified several essential 

capabilities of intelligent automation and their 

impact on the industry:

Scalability. Life sciences firms require RPA 

platforms to enable flexibility. Agile supply 

chains and rapid deployment from lab to 

market are needed. Companies automate 

complex end-to-end processes and move 

teams to higher-value work achieving an ROI 

in less than 12 months.

Intelligence. Life sciences companies need 

robust AI-driven decision-making tools to 

conduct efficient drug discovery and perform 

predictive trend analyses on crucial areas of 

their organizations. Leading RPA solutions offer 

integrated intelligence through AI, machine 

learning, and other advanced cognitive 

capabilities. 

—Catherine Calarco, Global Lead and Industry  
    Strategy for Life Sciences, Automation Anywhere
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APPENDIX A:  
SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS

Survey data includes responses from:

Survey data covers responses from:
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About Automation Anywhere 

Automation Anywhere is a global leader in Robotic Process Automation (RPA), empowering customers to automate 

end-to-end business processes with intelligent software bots—AI-powered Digital Workers that perform repetitive 

and manual tasks, resulting in dramatic productivity gains, optimized customer experience and more engaged 

employees. The company offers the world’s only web-based and cloud-native intelligent automation platform 

combining RPA, artificial intelligence, machine learning and analytics to help organizations rapidly start and scale 

their automation journey from the front office to the back office to every office. Its Bot Store is the world’s first and 

largest marketplace with more than 1,100 pre-built, intelligent automation solutions. Automation Anywhere has 

deployed over 2.6 million bots to support some of the world’s largest enterprises across all industries in more  

than 90 countries.  
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